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Using Activitap 
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Objectives 
The purpose of this document is to show all the parts of the Activitap user interface and 
to explain what they are for. 
 

Overview of User Interface and Usage 
Activitap’s user interface consists of three main views: 

• Entry List View 
• Timesheet View 
• Configuration 

 
The following diagram illustrates which views can be reached from which, and the main 
things you can do in each view. 
 

Entry List View  Timesheet View  Configuration 
 
Record start and 
resume times of 
activities 
 
Classify activities 

 
 
 

 
View totals per day 
 
Override totals 
 
Send timesheet to 
recipient(s) 

 
 
 

 
Select timesheet day 
 
Include or exclude 
activities 
 
Select default recipients 
from contacts 
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The following screen shots show examples of the three main views and indicate the 
buttons you tap to move between them. 
 

Entry List View 

 

 

 
 
 

  

Timesheet View 

 

 

 
 
 

  

Configuration Root 
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The following sections of this document deal with the details of each of the above views. 

Entry List View 
 
When you start Activitap you see the entry list view. 
 
If you have made three or more entries, you first see your last two entries and current 
entry. The last (current) entry is at the bottom of the screen. 
 

Older entries 
(scroll)   

Two entries ago 

 

Resume 

Previous entry Resume 

Current entry Pause 

     
To create an entry that is a copy of an earlier entry, tap the resume button to the right of 
the entry. You would do this, for example, if you resume an interrupted activity or start a 
similar activity. 
To pause the current activity, tap the pause button to the right of the entry. 
 
Tapping a control on the bottom row will do the following: 

 
Show 
durations as 
hours and 
decimals 

Show 
durations as 
hours and 
minutes 

Start 
deleting 
entries 
(You can 
also swipe 
an entry) 

Go to an entry 
at a specified 
date 

View 
entries 

View 
timesheet 
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You can change any aspect of any entry by tapping on the field that you want to change. 
Tap the following areas to change: 
 
               Activity description  

 
          Category Code Start date and time Duration  
 
Changing start date and time will affect the duration of the changed and preceding entry. 
Changing the duration will affect the start time and duration of the following entry. 
You cannot change the duration of the current entry (it always shows the duration from 
start until “now.”) 
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Details of Changing an Entry Start Time 
 

 
 

To change the start time, tap the start time of the entry. Activitap provides a date-time 
picker. 
 

 
 

To select another start time, scroll to the desired new date and time. 
 
 To change the time zone of an entry, tap the time zone.$

To return to the entry list view with no changes, tap Cancel. 

 Activitap replaces the date and 
day wheel with a time zone wheel. Scroll to the desired new zone. After tapping the time 
zone, to enable selection of the day and date, tap the start time of the entry. Activitap 
replaces the time zone wheel with a date and day wheel. 

To rapidly select the current time, tap Now. 
To return to the entry list view with the selected changes, tap Done. 
 
To change the duration of an entry, you can change the start time of the next entry. (The 
duration of the current entry cannot be changed.) However, you can also change the 
duration directly, if it is more convenient to think in terms of the duration of an activity 
than the start time of the next activity (i.e. the implicit end time of the first activity). 
 

                                                 
$ Enhancement (requires purchase). 
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To change the duration of an entry directly, tap the duration of the entry. Activitap makes 
the duration available for selection using a set of thumbwheels, or if equal to or longer 
than one hundred hours, or shorter than ten minutes, for editing using the numeric 
keyboard. (Activitap includes seconds in the display of durations shorter than ten 
minutes.) 
 

 
 

Note that changing the duration of an entry automatically adjusts the start time of the next 
entry, which Activitap displays in the duration editing context for convenience. 
 
Note: Increasing the duration by as much as the duration of the next entry will collapse 
the duration of the next entry to zero. (You cannot increase the duration by more than the 
duration of the next entry. If you really need such a large increase, first delete the next 
entry or change its start time.) 
 
To return to the entry list view with no changes, tap Cancel. 
To return to the entry list view with the modified or selected duration, tap Done. 
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Pausing the Current Entry 
 

 
 

In the above example, the user has adjusted the start time of the resumed activity back to 
11:30, because the resume button had been tapped later than the actual start. Activitap, 
however, indicates that the activity is still ongoing. If that is not the case, you need to 
indicate that it has ended by tapping the pause button. 
 
When you pause the current entry, Activitap automatically creates an entry for a break. 
 

 
 

You can change any aspect of the automatically created entry, including making it an 
entry for a non-break activity, or setting the start time to a time before any previous entry, 
so that it is no longer the current entry. 

Setting the Start Time of an Entry 
You can change any aspect of any entry, including setting the time forward or backward. 
You could, for example, set the start time of the current entry before any previous entry, 
so that it is no longer the current entry. If you set the current entry’s start time to any time 
before the previous entry’s start time, the previous entry becomes the current entry, 
meaning it appears last, starts increasing in duration, and gets a pause button. 
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In the following example, the user has adjusted the start of the current entry back by 45 
minutes (because the entry was made later than the actual start), but not back far enough 
to go before the previous entry. 
 

 
 

Note that changing the start time of an entry automatically adjusts the duration of the 
changed entry and of the preceding entry. 
 

Describing the Activity of an Entry 
The activity that an entry is about is characterized by a description, a category, and a 
code. All of these can contain anything you want, except empty (blank) strings. Category 
and code can mean anything you want, consistent with the fact that activity time is first 
totaled to code lines on a timesheet, and then to category subtotal lines if the timesheet 
configuration includes more than one category. You use configuration settings to 
determine non-default category inclusion in timesheets and code inclusion in categories. 
 
To change the activity that the entry is about, tap the activity description of the entry. 
Activitap makes the description available for editing and for selection from a matching 
list of previous activity descriptions. 
 

 
 

To return to the entry list view with no changes, tap Cancel. 
To return to the entry list view with the modified or selected activity description, tap 
Done. 
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In the following example, the user has extended the description to be more specific. This 
change has not affected other entries using the same original description; a global change 
to a description can be made using Activitap’s configuration features, which are 
described later in this guide. 
 

 
 

Similarly, to change the category, tap the category of the entry. 
To change the code, tap the code of the entry. 
Activitap makes the category and code names available for editing and for selection from 
a matching list of previously used category or code names respectively. Matching is not 
case or diacritic sensitive. 
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Going to an Entry 
To make earlier entries visible, scroll the entry list view downward using a vertical drag 
gesture. Any earlier activity can be resumed; Activitap will automatically scroll to the 
end of the list where the entry for the resumed activity appears, to enable you to make 
necessary changes immediately. 
 

 
 

To make entries at a specific date visible, tap the entry list vertical navigator button. 
Activitap provides a date picker. 
 

 
 

To select a new date to view in the entry list, scroll the picker to that date. 
To select the date of the first entry, tap First. 
To select the date of the last entry, tap Last. 
To return to the entry list view at the same date as before, tap Cancel. 
To return to the entry list view at the selected date, tap Done. 
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Deleting an Entry 
To delete an entry, initiate the deletion using a horizontal swipe gesture. Activitap 
provides a delete confirmation button. 
 

 
 
To confirm the deletion, tap Delete. 
To cancel deletion, tap anywhere in the entry list view (except on Delete). 
 
You can also initiate deletion by tapping the delete mode button of the entry list view. 
Activitap provides a delete initiator next to each entry. 
 

 
 

To initiate deletion of any entry, tap the delete initiator to the left of the entry. 
To confirm the deletion, tap Delete. 
To cancel the deletion, tap an anywhere in the entry list view (except on Delete). 
To exit delete mode, tap the delete mode button again. 
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Timesheet View 
To see the timesheets calculated from entries, tap the timesheet view button in the bottom 
right-hand corner of the entry list view. 
 

 
 
(To return to the entries, tap the entry list view button just to the left of the timesheet 
view button.) 
 
Activitap displays a timesheet corresponding to the current configuration, which is 
initially the default configuration. 
 

 
 

To switch the display of durations to decimal fractions of hours, tap the 
decimal durations button in the bottom left-hand corner. 
 
(To switch the display of durations back to hours and minutes, tap the minutes durations 
button just to the right of the decimal durations button.) 
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You can change the total duration reported for a code row on a specific day. 
To initiate changing a duration in a timesheet, tap anywhere on the code:day grid. 
Activitap enlarges the code:day duration cells to make it easier to tap a specific duration.. 
 

 
 

To change a specific duration, tap the enlarged duration cell. (You may first need to 
scroll vertically to see the cell.) 
Activitap provides a numeric keyboard for changing the duration. 
 

 
 

To change a duration, type any new duration. Activitap will attempt to prevent invalid 
entries (more than 24 hours) and will flag invalid totals. 
 
To complete the change, tap Done. 
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Activitap will flag the duration as changed with a yellow highlight. 

 
 

If the original value that was overridden changes later, the override value remains the 
same but the highlight changes to pink. 

 
To return to the normal-sized view, tap on the top two rows (day date and overall total). 
 

 
 

To initiate sending the timesheet to recipients, tap the timesheet sending button. 
Activitap provides an email editor with the To: field filled in according to the current 
configuration (which defaults to blank). 
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To specify a recipient, tap the To: field and enter one or more email addresses. (You can 
specify recipients in the configuration, so that you do not have to enter recipients every 
time. Timesheet configuration is described later in this guide.) 
 
To see the rest of the timesheet as it will be sent, scroll the email body. 
 

 
 

To cancel without sending, tap Cancel. 
 
To send the email with the timesheet, tap Send. 
Note: you must have a working email account configured, and you must be connected to 
a network for email to be sent successfully. If you are temporarily not connected, the 
email will remain pending in your outbox, and may be sent later. 
 
Activitap indicates whether you have sent or canceled the sending at the top left of the 
timesheet view. 
 
To initiate canceling a change to a duration, tap anywhere on the code:day grid to enlarge 
the cells. 
 

 
 

To cancel a change, tap the highlighted cell. 
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Activitap displays the original value and provides a keyboard for changing or confirming 
the duration. If the original value is displayed, Activitap no longer highlights it. 
 

 
 

To confirm the removal of the change, tap Done. 
To return to the normal-sized view, tap on the top two rows (day date and overall total). 
 

 
 

To go to the previous timesheet date, tap the 
previous timesheet button in the top left-hand corner of the timesheet view. (To go to the 
next timesheet date, tap the next timesheet button in the top right-hand corner of the 
timesheet view.) 
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To initiate going to the timesheet for a specific date, tap the timesheet date at the top of 
the timesheet view. 
Activitap provides a date picker. 
 

 
 

To select a new date to view in the timesheet view, scroll the picker to that date. 
To select the date of the first timesheet of the current configuration, tap First. 
To select the date of the last timesheet of the current configuration, tap Last. 
To return to the timesheet view at the same date as before, tap Cancel. 
To return to the timesheet view at the selected date, tap Done. 
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Timesheet Configuration 

 
 
To initiate changes to the configuration of the timesheet, tap the configuration button at 
the bottom of the timesheet view. 
 
Activitap provides a button for changing configuration details and a button for selecting a 
different date for the current timesheet. 
 

 
 

Changing the configuration 
To initiate selection or creation of a different configuration, or the modification of an 
existing configuration, tap the disclosure button on the current configuration row.  
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Activitap provides a list of available configurations, indicating which is the current 
configuration. (If the default configuration has been renamed, Activitap also indicates 
which configuration is the default.) Activitap provides a button for creating a new 
configuration and a button for deleting the current configuration. Until you create new 
configurations of your own, there is only one configuration. 
 

 
 

You cannot delete the default configuration (but you can modify it). 

New configuration 
To create a new configuration,$

 

 tap New Configuration (Copy). Activitap creates a copy 
of the current configuration, and provides an area for viewing and changing the name, as 
well as buttons for changing the category, time zone, rounding, and submission details of 
the configuration. 

 
 

Renaming the configuration 
To rename the configuration, tap the existing name. Activitap provides a keyboard for 
editing the name. 
 
To change the category details, tap the disclosure button on the categories row. 
 

                                                 
$ Enhancement (requires purchase). 
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Activitap provides a list of categories that appear in entries, along with an indication of 
whether each category is included in or excluded from the timesheets of the current 
configuration. Activitap also provides a button for viewing or changing details of each 
category, and an indication if there are missing details. 
 

 
 

To include entries for a category in the timesheets of the current configuration, tap the 
inclusion button on the category row. Activitap initially includes the category “My Firm” 
in the default configuration. Activitap includes unknown (neither included nor excluded) 
categories in the default configuration. 
 
To exclude entries for a category from the timesheets of the current configuration, tap the 
exclusion button on the category row. Activitap initially excludes the category “Private” 
from the default configuration. Activitap excludes unknown (neither included nor 
excluded) categories from all but the default configuration. 
 
Activitap changes the appearance of the buttons to reflect the inclusion/exclusion 
decisions, and for included categories may indicate that further details should be 
provided. 

 
 

To view or provide details of a category configuration, tap the disclosure button on the 
category row. 
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Activitap provides an area to view and change the name of the category, plus a list of 
codes that appear associated with the category in entries, along with an indication of 
whether each code is included in or excluded from the timesheets of the current 
configuration. Activitap also provides a button for viewing or changing details of each 
code. 
 

 
 

To rename the category, tap the existing name. Activitap provides a keyboard for editing 
the name. If you rename a category, the name changes in all the entries that use it. 
 
To include entries for a code in the timesheets of the current configuration, tap the 
inclusion button on the code row. Activitap automatically includes the entries for 
unknown (neither included nor excluded) codes in timesheets that include the category. 
 
To exclude entries for a code from the timesheets of the current configuration, tap the 
exclusion button on the code row. 
 
Activitap changes the appearance of the buttons to reflect the inclusion/exclusion 
decisions. 
 

 
 

To initiate renaming a code, tap the disclosure button on the code row.  
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Activitap provides areas to view and change the name and mapping. 
 

 
 

To rename the code, tap the existing name. Activitap provides a keyboard for editing the 
name. If you rename a code, the name changes in all the entries that use it. 
 
By default Activitap assumes that code names are the same in submissions. To remap a 
code$

 

 for submission, tap the existing mapped name. Activitap provides a keyboard for 
editing the name. If you map a code to a different name for submission, the local 
(Activitap) name and the mapped name appear in the timesheet email. 

To return to the timesheet view, repeatedly tap the back navigation button (in the top left 
corner) Category Name and Codes > Categories > Configuration > Timesheet. 
 
Activitap displays a timesheet derived only from entries included in the  configuration, as 
determined by included categories and codes. The configuration name appears in the 
timesheet title to the right of the date. 
 

 
 

                                                 
$ Enhancement (requires purchase). 
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If a configuration includes more than one category, the timesheet includes a subtotal row 
per category. The default configuration includes all “unknown” categories (neither 
included nor excluded). The Private category is excluded from the default configuration. 
The following example shows the timesheet for the default configuration after it has been 
renamed to “Normal.” Note that the example above is a subset of the example below. 
  

 
 
 

Changing the timesheet date 

 
 
If you need to change the day of the week for which a timesheet view is created, tap the 
configuration button at the bottom of the timesheet view. To initiate selection of a 
different date to specify the current timesheet, tap the disclosure button on the current 
date row. Activitap provides a date picker. 
 

 
 

To select a new date as the date of the current timesheet, scroll the picker to that date. 
To select the date of the first entry that is included in timesheets for the current 
configuration, tap First. 
To select the date of the last entry that is included in timesheets for the current 
configuration, tap Last. 
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To return to the configuration options view with the same date as before, tap Cancel. 
To return to the configuration options view with the selected date as the new date of the 
current timesheet, tap Done. 

Deleting a configuration 
To delete the current configuration, tap Delete Configuration. 
You cannot delete the default configuration. 
Activitap provides a warning and buttons for canceling and confirming the deletion. 
 

 
 

To return to the configuration selection view without deleting, tap Cancel. 
To delete the configuration, tap Delete’<configuration name>’. 
Activitap deletes the configuration permanently. Note: no entries, activity descriptions, 
categories, codes, or duration overrides are deleted when you delete a configuration. 
 

Resetting a configuration 
To initiate returning the configuration to its original values, tap Reset. 
Activitap provides a warning and buttons for canceling and confirming the reset. 
 

 
 

To return to the configuration editing view without resetting, tap Cancel. 
To reset the configuration, tap Reset ’<configuration name>’. 
Activitap changes the configuration to its original values. Note: no entries, activity 
descriptions, categories, codes, or duration overrides are deleted or modified. 
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Selecting a time zone 
 
To change the time zone of a configuration$

 

, tap the disclosure button on the categories 
row. Activitap provides a list of cities with an alphabetical index. 

 
 

To return to the configuration edit view without changing the time zone, tap the back 
navigation button Configuration in the top left corner. 
To select a different time zone, tap the index on the letter that is closest to the name of the 
city that defines the time zone you want, scroll the list until you see the desired city 
name, then tap the city name. 
To return to the configuration edit view with the selected time zone, tap the back button 
Configuration in the top left corner. 
 

                                                 
$ Enhancement (requires purchase). 
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Specifying rounding and overrides 
To view and change the details of rounding and overrides for the configuration, tap the 
disclosure button on the rounding and overrides row of the main configuration screen. 
Activitap provides buttons for changing the rounding direction, the rounding interval, and 
for allowing or disallowing manual overrides of durations in timesheets. 
 

 
 

To initiate selection of a rounding direction, tap the disclosure button on the rounding 
direction row. Activitap provides a list of rounding directions (including no direction), 
indicating which is the current selection. By default, Activitap rounds to the nearest 
value. 
 

 
 

To return to the rounding and overrides detail view without changing the selection, tap 
the back button Rounding and Overrides in the top left corner. 
 
To select a rounding direction, tap the desired direction row. Activitap immediately 
returns to the rounding and overrides detail view with the selected value. 
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To initiate selection of a rounding interval, tap the disclosure button on the rounding 
interval row. Activitap provides a list of rounding intervals (in terms of minutes), 
indicating which is the current selection. By default, Activitap rounds to 15 minutes (or 
0.25 hours, depending on duration display format). 
 

 
 

To return to the rounding and overrides detail view without changing the selection, tap 
the back button Rounding and Overrides in the top left corner. 
 
To select a rounding interval, tap the desired interval row. Activitap immediately returns 
to the rounding and overrides detail view with the selected value. 
 

Specifying timesheet submission recipients 
To initiate the specification of where to send timesheets for the configuration, tap the 
disclosure button of the submission row. Activitap provides a button to initiate choosing 
email addresses from your contacts list, as well as a button to remove each selected email 
address. Initially the list of email addresses for a configuration is empty. 
 

 
 
To return to the configuration editing view without changing the email recipients, tap the 
back navigation button Configuration in the top left corner. 
 
To initiate adding a recipient, tap the add button to the left of the choose row. Activitap 
provides access to the contacts database on your device. You can use it as you normally 
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do to add and select email addresses for contacts. Activitap adds any newly selected 
email addresses to the list of recipients, which will appear in the To: field of timesheet 
emails for the current configuration. 
 

 
 

To initiate removal of a recipient, tap the remove button to the left of the email row. 
Activitap provides a confirmation button. To confirm the removal, tap Delete. To cancel 
the removal, tap anywhere except on Delete. 
 
To return to the configuration editing view with the changed email recipients list, tap the 
back button Configuration in the top left corner. 
 

Known Issues 
There is no way to cancel from editing a duration cell in a timesheet except by tapping 
“Done.” Implication: there is no way to cancel the cancellation of a duration override. 
Once you start editing a duration cell in a timesheet, it is either going to end up showing 
the original value or you are going to enter a new override value. 
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